
23.4.5.7.5 {Reserved for Later Use} A Mitigated Capacity Zone Installed Capacity 

Supplier that is a Special Case Resource shall be subject to an Offer Floor 

beginning with the month of its initial offer to supply Installed Capacity, and until 

its offers of Installed Capacity have been accepted in the ICAP Spot Market 

Auction at a price at or above its Offer Floor for a total of twelve, not necessarily 

consecutive, months.  A Special Case Resource shall be exempt from the Offer 

Floor if (a) it is located in a Mitigated Capacity Zone except New York City and 

is enrolled as a Special Case Resource with the ISO for any month within the 

Capability Year that includes March 31 in an ICAP Demand Curve Reset Filing 

Year in which the ISO proposes a New Capacity Zone that includes the location 

of the Special Case Resource, or (b) the ISO projects that the ICAP Spot Market 

Auction price will exceed the Special Case Resource’s Offer Floor for the first 

twelve months that the Special Case Resource reasonably anticipated to offer to 

supply UCAP.  If a Responsible Interface Party fails to provide Special Case 

Resource data that the ISO needs to conduct the calculations described in the two 

preceding sentences by the deadline established in ISO Procedures, the Special 

Case Resource will cease to be eligible to offer or sell Installed Capacity.  The 

Offer Floor for a Special Case Resource shall be equal to the minimum monthly 

payment for providing Installed Capacity payable by its Responsible Interface 

Party, plus the monthly value of any payments or other benefits the Special Case 

Resource receives from a third party for providing Installed Capacity, or that is 

received by the Responsible Interface Party for the provision of Installed Capacity 

by the Special Case Resource, except that it shall exclude the monthly value of 



any payments or other benefits the Special Case Resource receives from a retail-

level demand response program designed to address distribution-level reliability 

needs that the Commission has, on a program-specific basis, determined should 

be excluded.  Offers by a Responsible Interface Party at a PTID shall be not lower 

than the highest Offer Floor applicable to a Special Case Resource providing 

Installed Capacity at that PTID.  Such offers may comprise a set of points for 

which prices may vary with the quantity offered.  If this set includes megawatts 

from a Special Case Resource(s) with an Offer Floor, then at least the quantity of 

megawatts in the offer associated with each Special Case Resource must be 

offered at or above the Special Case Resource’s Offer Floor.  Offers by a 

Responsible Interface Party shall be subject to audit to determine whether they 

conformed to the foregoing Offer Floor requirements.  If a Responsible Interface 

Party together with its Affiliated Entities submits one or more offers below the 

applicable Offer Floor, and such offer or offers cause or contribute to a decrease 

in UCAP prices in the Mitigated Capacity Zone of 5 percent or more, provided 

such decrease is at least $.50/kilowatt-month, the Responsible Interface Party 

shall be required to pay to the ISO an amount equal to 1.5 times the difference 

between the Market-Clearing Price for the Mitigated Capacity Zone in the ICAP 

Spot Auction for which the offers below the Offer Floor were submitted with and 

without such offers being set to the Offer Floor, times the total amount of UCAP 

sold by the Responsible Interface Party and its Affiliated Entities in such ICAP 

Spot Auction.  If an offer is submitted below the applicable Offer Floor, the ISO 

will notify the Responsible Market Party and the notification will identify the 



offer, the Special Case Resource, the price impact, and the penalty amount.  The 

ISO will provide the notice reasonably in advance of imposing such penalty.  The 

ISO shall distribute any amounts recovered in accordance with the foregoing 

provisions among the entities, other than the entity subject to the foregoing 

payment requirement, supplying Installed Capacity in regions affected by one or 

more offers below an applicable Offer Floor in accordance with ISO Procedures. 

 


